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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2701: Displaying Strength! 

There was a little tiger behind Bright Tiger King, with a tiger head. He looked really adorable. 

Judging from the aura, he was merely an upper Greater Sublime Heaven. 

“Yes, so what?” Bright Tiger King said. 

Ye Yuan casually threw a heavenly pill over and said coolly, “For him to eat, just take it as a greeting 

gift.” 

Bright Tiger King caught the heavenly pill, his brows furrowing slightly. 

This was just a grade two heavenly pill. However, this heavenly pill was crystal clear, pure to the 

extreme. He had never seen it before. 

This heavenly pill was precisely a true grade Greater Sublime Creation Pill. 

But Bright Tiger King hesitated. He was afraid that Ye Yuan did something to it. 

Ye Yuan saw through his concerns and could not help smiling as he said, “If you don’t dare, you can find 

others to test it. But let me say it first. This true grade Greater Sublime Creation Pill. I only have one in 

hand. It’s now or never; opportunity seldom knocks twice. At that time, if it benefits your subordinate, 

don’t blame me for not warning you.” 

Ye Yuan was not lying. The Greater Sublime Creation Pill was a very precious heavenly pill too. 

Back then, he refined all of the heavenly medicines left in Heavenly South Pill Hall. There was only this 

one last one remaining. He was prepared to use it when he wanted to break through. 

In the end, he did not expect that he directly broke through to Limitless Sublime Heaven outside of the 

Land of Dragon Slumber. 

The little tiger said in a childish voice, “Royal Father, isn’t it just a heavenly pill? If I really die from eating 

it, kill him and take revenge for me!” 

Looking at this little tiger, Ye Yuan could not help recalling when White Light was little. 

For a moment, he actually missed him very much. 

After returning to the Five Great Heavenly Regions, he had to make a trip back to the Heavenspan World 

first. 

With his current ability, letting Li-er and the others break through to Heavenly Stratum was already not 

a difficult thing. 

“Okay! Let you try it then!” Bright Tiger King seemed to have made up his mind and said. 

The little tiger swallowed the true grade Greater Sublime Creation Pill in one gulp. His gaze suddenly 

turned intent, and his entire person’s aura suddenly skyrocketed! 
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When the five great half-step Saint Sovereign Heavens saw this scene, each and every one revealed 

shocked expressions. 

The medicinal effect of this heavenly pill was a little too strong, right? 

Just as when Huang Haoyan two people broke through, the little tiger’s aura soared, directly reaching 

grand completion Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum. 

Following that, it rushed up towards Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum. 

“This … Honorable Nephew doesn’t have the slightest intention to stop at all. Could it be that he’s going 

to directly break through to Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum?” Myriad Elephant King said in surprise. 

He had never seen before that a heavenly pill could have such a vigorous effect. 

In reality, on the entire Rainclear Continent, powerhouses who knew that true grade existed were 

extremely few! 

If not for the Pill Alliance’s appearance, even Ye Yuan would not have been able to touch this threshold. 

Therefore, the five kings’ shock could be imagined. 

When the little tiger’s realm directly broke through to Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum, the five 

people were completely dumbfounded with shock. 

“What a powerful heavenly pill, to actually directly let Honorable Nephew break through to Limitless 

Sublime Heavenly Stratum!” Wild Lion King said with shock all over his face. 

The five people looked at Ye Yuan and were collectively speechless. 

Bright Tiger King was concerned about his son and asked, “Shuoyan, do you feel any discomfort 

anywhere?” 

The little tiger’s body already puffed up by one size, looking like a half-grown tiger. 

He shook his head and said, “There’s no discomfort. I feel unprecedentedly good! I even feel that the 

medicinal effect hasn’t been used finish yet. It’s just that my foundation isn’t stable now and can’t break 

through anymore! This big brother, thank you!” 

The five people exchanged glances, shocked to the extreme. 

At this moment, they finally understood that Ye Yuan was not joking. 

This guy’s methods were simply fantastical! 

Ye Yuan looked at Shuoyan and said with a smile, “Don’t mention it. I already said just now, this is a 

greeting gift.” 

Bright Tiger took a deep breath and said to Ye Yuan, “Boy, what you’re giving us is this kind of heavenly 

pill?” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Grade four heavenly imperial pill, Precious Jade Heavenly Sacred Pill! 

Presumably in my hands, as long as it’s successfully refined, the medicinal effect will be a hundred times 



stronger than the Sacred Destiny Pill! At that time, even if you guys don’t want to break through, it 

probably won’t do either!” 

“Hiss?… A hundred times!” Wild Lion King drew a breath of cold air, feeling his head become somewhat 

dazed. 

Sacred Destiny Pill, that was a grade five heavenly pill! 

A grade four heavenly pill actually had a hundred times stronger medicinal effect than a grade five 

heavenly pill. This was simply unimaginable. 

Sacred Destiny Pill was only able to increase the probability of breaking through to Saint Sovereign 

Heaven. 

But even a half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven had the possibility of failure too. 

Jade Sovereign Heaven to Saint Sovereign Heaven, this step was far too difficult. 

Otherwise, why were there only so scanty few who could break through to this realm out of the 

Rainclear Continent’s millions upon millions of life forms? 

But from Ye Yuan’s mouth, Saint Sovereign Heaven became like cabbages? 

“Humph!?Brat, do you really think that us true spirits don’t know alchemy and is easy to hoodwink?” 

At this time, Heavenly Rat King suddenly said, “The higher the level of heavenly imperial pill, the greater 

the difficulty of refining! Grade four heavenly imperial pills and grade two heavenly imperial pills, the 

difficulty can’t be mentioned in the same breath at all! In fact, it’s even harder than grade five heavenly 

pills! You want to make us withdraw the troops by using an empty promise now?” 

Heavenly Rat King’s words made the four people’s expressions change. 

They secretly thought what a close shave, almost fell for it. 

Indeed, that scene earlier was too shocking. 

Got to admit, what Heavenly Rat King said made a lot of sense. 

The higher the rank of a heavenly pill, the more difficult it was to refine the heavenly imperial pills. 

In the entire Land of Heavenly South, only Zhao Xun and Wu Jian were able to refine heavenly imperial 

pills. 

Furthermore, what they refined was heavenly imperial pills of the worst quality. 

Wanting to refine grade four heavenly imperial pills to the level of true grade, that difficulty was simply 

unimaginable! 

The five people all looked at Ye Yuan, their expressions being unfriendly. 

Ye Yuan smiled and suddenly said in a loud voice, “Two hall masters, I’m Ye Yuan! I’m currently 

negotiating with the five kings right now. The two of you please come down and chat!” 



This voice spread extremely far. The expressions of Zhao Xun and Wu Jian who were waiting in full 

battle-array on top of city walls changed drastically when they heard that. 

Zhao Xun suddenly stood up and said to Wu Jian, “It’s really Ye Yuan! He came back!” 

Wu Jian was wildly ecstatic as he said, “That giant mountain just now should have been released by him! 

He said that he’s currently negotiating with the five great half-step Saint Sovereign Heavens. There 

wouldn’t be a trick, right?” 

Zhao Xun’s expression changed, but he quickly shook his head and said, “There won’t! He did not stint to 

risk his life for a Huang Haoyan back then and faced the entire sea army! If he was captured, even if they 

killed him, he wouldn’t say such a thing either!” 

Wu Jian fell into thought as well and nodded slightly. 

At this time, Song Tianyang also said, “I agree with Head Hall Master’s idea! Ye Yuan suddenly speaking 

up, he might need our help! Moreover, It was all thanks to his credit that the three of us were able to 

break through to half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven! If not for him, Heavenly South City would have long 

perished!” 

Zhao Xun nodded and said, “Okay! I’ll go down with Song Tianyang. Jian, you guard the city, just in 

case!” 

Wu Jian nodded and said, “Yes!” 

Over there, the few people did not know what medicine Ye Yuan was selling in his gourd. Heavenly Rat 

King said in a solemn voice, “Boy, you dare to play tricks, this king will kill you now!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Five kings, relax a little. If I’m really playing any tricks, I also wouldn’t have 

called them out. Isn’t this sending the sheep into the tiger’s mouth? Don’t you guys agree?” 

The few people exchanged glances, thinking to themselves that it was true. 

Zhao Xun saw Ye Yuan and was immediately overjoyed and said, “Fine lad, you’re back! This time, if not 

for your guidance, it would also have been impossible for this hall master to break through to half-step 

Saint Sovereign Heaven, and Heavenly South City would have long been destroyed!” 

Song Tianyang even gave a bow to Ye Yuan and said, “Song Tianyang thanks Third Hall Master for your 

guidance!” 

The expressions of the five kings changed, nearly biting their own tongues. 

Chapter 2702: Trapped in Myriad Demons Mountain! 

Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum giving guidance to Jade Sovereign Heaven? 

Then three half-step Saint Sovereign Heavens broke through all of a sudden? 

The reason they could not take down Heavenly South City all along, the main culprit was actually this 

guy in front of them? 

What was this freaking logic! 



This Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum was a little too monstrous, right? 

Ye Yuan originally still wanted to explain things. He did not expect Zhao Xun and Song Tianyang played 

along very well, directly explaining it to everyone for him. 

He came from outside, it was naturally impossible to have colluded with the people in the city. 

Zhao Xun and Song Tianyang’s behavior was sufficient to show it. 

He could guide peak grade four heavenly alchemists to reach this step, refining grade four heavenly 

imperial pills would naturally be a cinch. 

“Looks like there’s no need to explain anything with regards to my ability anymore. If you guys still have 

any concerns you can say it,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Zhao Xun two people had confused faces, completely not knowing what was going on. 

But it seemed like the two of their behaviors earlier had a great impact on these five kings. 

Furthermore, it looked like Ye Yuan already dealt with these five! 

But beyond the joy, the two people were incomparably shocked. 

Sure enough, when this boy took action, there was nothing that could not be done! 

Myriad Elephant King said, “You said it just now too, the first thing that Meng Frostwind will do after 

leaving seclusion will be finding us to settle scores. He already obtained the Sacred Destiny Pill and 

might break through at any time. Even if you don’t need to reach Saint Sovereign Heaven, how can Jade 

Sovereign Heaven be achieved overnight? Don’t forget, you’re just lower Limitless Sublime Heaven!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “May I ask Myriad Elephant King, if you obtained the Sacred Destiny Pill, how 

long would you need to break through to Saint Sovereign Heaven?” 

Myriad Elephant King thought about it and said, “That Sacred Destiny Pill was only third grade, if it was 

this king, it will take as little as 30 years to as long as 100 years, and I’ll definitely be able to break 

through!” 

Actually, this was already him gilding gold onto his own face. Even if there was the Sacred Destiny Pill, it 

was also an unknown whether or not they could break through to Saint Sovereign Heaven. 

After all, the medicinal effects of a third grade Sacred Destiny Pill were hard to say. 

Of course, with their half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven realm, the chances of wanting to break through 

were still very high. 

However, although breaking through a major realm was just a matter of a few hours, the time required 

to prepare for these few hours was extremely long. 

Ye Yuan naturally would not expose it and asked Zhao Xun, “Head Hall Master, how long did I use to 

break through from middle Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum until my current realm” 

Zhao Xun smiled and said, “Four years!” 



He also did not expect that Ye Yuan left for a short three years and actually already broke through to 

Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum. 

This kind of cultivation speed could be rated as terrifying. 

But thinking about it, it was normal too. Ye Yuan could refine true grade heavenly pills himself, 

cultivation was actually not complicated for him. 

But these words were by no means trivial when they reached the ears of the five kings. 

“Four years! What a joke! Do you think that breaking through to Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum is 

like playing house?” Wild Lion King said with disbelief written all over his face. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “If I didn’t care about cultivation realm not being stable, with my means, I have the 

confidence to break through to Jade Sovereign Heaven within five years! How long do you think I need 

to break through to Jade Sovereign Heaven if I used that kind of heavenly pills to cultivate?” 

As he said, Ye Yuan pointed at Shuoyan. 

But the expressions of the five kings changed, already somewhat believing it. 

The medicinal effect of that heavenly pill just now was seriously a little too terrifying. 

In less than a few hours, an upper Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum became a lower Limitless Sublime 

Heaven! 

One had to know, even if they had the help of the Sacred Destiny Pill, breaking through to Saint 

Sovereign Heaven would also require as long as several decades! 

The disparity could not be measured with distance! 

“Moreover, the heavenly medicines that the Precious Jade Heavenly Sacred Pill require aren’t easy to 

find. I reckon that you guys would probably need several decades just to gather the heavenly medicines. 

This period of time that I’m cultivating, you all will probably be running all over for heavenly medicines. 

Of course, if you can gather five sets of heavenly medicines, I can guarantee that all five of you will break 

through to Saint Sovereign Heaven!” Ye Yuan said it casually. 

“Is this true?!” When the five people heard that, they said in unison. 

Precious Jade Heavenly Sacred Pill was a grade four heavenly imperial pill recorded in Zhong Jianchou’s 

jade slips. 

Ye Yuan was still quite confident in its medicinal effect. 

Forget about true grade, even if it was ninth grade, it should also be sufficient to let these few people 

break through to Saint Sovereign Heaven. 

However, such a powerful heavenly pill, the heavenly medicines required would naturally be extremely 

precious too. 



The Myriad Demons Mountain had a vast territory and abundant resources. There was hope of 

gathering a few sets. It was just that whether or not they could gather five sets would depend on their 

own good fortune. 

“I’m willing to swear in the name of Heavenly Dao! However, if you guys can’t gather the heavenly 

medicines, then it can’t be blamed on me,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

“Alright, this king promises you! But this king has a condition!” Heavenly Rat King said. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “Please speak!” 

Heavenly Rat King said, “Before refining the Precious Jade Heavenly Sacred Pill, you must stay on the 

Myriad Demons Mountain as a hostage and not take a single step out! If you dare leave, the five of us 

will join forces to eradicate Heavenly South again!” 

Clearly, Heavenly Rat King was very cautious. 

Even if Ye Yuan swore in the name of Heavenly Dao, he could not trust him either. 

And his way of doing things also got the acquiescence of the other four. 

“No way!” The moment these words came out, the expressions of Zhao Xun two people changed, 

immediately rejecting it. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Okay, I promise you!” 

“Ye Yuan, you …” Zhao Xun two people looked at Ye Yuan and said with guilt in their hearts. 

This awful mess was caused by Meng Frostwind. But now, Ye Yuan had to shoulder it! 

Ye Yuan waved his hand and said with a smile, “I’m also very curious about the Myriad Demons 

Mountain. There’s no harm in making a trip there. If you guys have anything that you don’t understand 

in cultivation, you can come to Myriad Demons Mountain to find me.” 

At this time, Shuoyan suddenly said, “Big Brother Ye Yuan, don’t worry. With me around, no one in the 

Myriad Demons Mountain will dare bully you!” 

Ye Yuan chuckled and said, “Alright, then I’ll stick with you in the future!” 

… … 

Countless true spirits retreated like the tide, leaving behind a mess and corpses all over the field. 

But this was already the best outcome. 

Looking at the true spirit army’s distant back view, Zhao Xun could not help sighing slightly as he said, 

“Sigh! Ye Yuan is really a righteous person! If not for him, Heavenly South will probably not have a blade 

of grass surviving!” 

Wu Jian said bitterly, “Meng Frostwind this brute, he actually used the entire Heavenly South as a chip 

to let himself break through to Saint Sovereign Heaven! I really hope that that Sacred Destiny Pill is 

useless and he can’t break through!” 



Zhao Xun’s eyes turned cold and he said in a cold voice, “If he fails to break through, it will probably be 

difficult to find him again in this life! Better that he breaks through to Saint Sovereign Heaven, and then 

come back! At that time, we’ll be able to take revenge!” 

Song Tianyang let out a sigh and said, “The strong feasts on the Myriad Demons Mountain and the weak 

are prey. There are countless powerhouses. I also don’t know whether or not Ye Yuan can return safe 

and sound this time!” 

The weak were prey and the strong feasted on Myriad Demons Mountain. Even these half-step Saint 

Sovereign Heaven kings were replaced by new ones very quickly too. 

A careless misstep and they would be replaced by others. 

It was also precisely because of this that there were a lot of powerhouses in the Myriad Demons 

Mountain. 

These five kings were merely just a drop in the ocean. 

If everything went well, these five kings naturally would not do anything to him. 

But if war broke out, the result would be hard to say. 

Hearing Song Tianyang’s words, everyone’s brows furrowed even tighter. 

Chapter 2703: Two Tigers Cannot Share One Mountain! 

The five great half-step Saint Sovereign Heavens returned to their territories and immediately 

dispatched troops to search for the Precious Jade Heavenly Sacred Pill’s heavenly medicines. 

Because the heavenly medicines on the list that Ye Yuan gave them were indeed extremely rare. 

Even in this Myriad Demons Mountain, they were rare too. 

Furthermore, the collection of many of the heavenly medicines even needed them to attend to 

personally. 

Although their territories were large, it was a drop in the ocean compared to the entire Myriad Demons 

Mountain. 

Some heavenly medicines needed to go to the territories of other kings. They had to take action 

personally. 

In fact, some half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven great battles would surely ignite in order to snatch 

heavenly medicines. 

However, Ye Yuan did not pay attention to these. 

His top priority was to cultivate. 

Actually, 30 years’ time in itself was extremely pressuring to Ye Yuan. 

Saying it so calmly previously was merely just a stop-gap measure. 



Because in these 30 years, not only did Ye Yuan have to break through to Jade Sovereign Heaven in 

cultivation, he even had to reach grade four heavenly alchemist in alchemy! 

30 years’ time was too short. 

Although Ye Yuan’s foundation was solid, he needed to systematically research and cultivate grade three 

heavenly pills too. 

With his current strength, he still could not refine grade three heavenly pills of true grade. 

So his first request after coming to Myriad Demons Mountain was to have the five kings supply him with 

grade three heavenly medicines without restrictions. 

Under Shuoyan’s forceful request, Ye Yuan went to Bright Tiger King’s territory. 

Shuoyan led Ye Yuan to walk around and said proudly, “Among the five kings, my royal father is the 

strongest. So his territory is also the largest! Big Brother Ye Yuan, what do you think? It’s pretty good, 

right?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Indeed pretty good! Along the way, the spiritual energy here is the most 

abundant and the vegetation is also the richest. I’ve already seen many precious heavenly medicines 

after walking one round.” 

Myriad Demons Mountain was a massive treasure vault, there were countless precious heavenly 

medicines on it. 

Some heavenly medicines were even long extinct in the Five Great Heavenly Regions already but 

survived here. 

Ye Yuan saw many precious grade one and two heavenly medicines along the way, there were even 

some grade three heavenly medicines. 

Shuoyan said smugly, “That’s of course! But Big Brother Ye Yuan, you’re really capable. The effects of 

the heavenly pill that you refined are too strong! If I didn’t deliberately suppress it, I feel like I can even 

break through to middle Limitless Sublime immediately!” 

One heavenly pill made Shuoyan regard Ye Yuan as a celestial. 

He was currently long already prostrating on all fours in admiration toward Ye Yuan. 

At the same time, Ye Yuan also had a rather good perception of this little brother. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “I can tell that your cultivation is very solid! Otherwise, you wouldn’t have been 

able to break through to Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum.” 

The effect of heavenly pills varied from person to person too. 

If it was someone with a shallow foundation, even if they ate a true grade heavenly pill, the effects 

would be greatly discounted too. 

Not everyone could break through from upper Greater Sublime Heaven to Limitless Sublime Heavenly 

Stratum after eating a true grade heavenly pill. 



Ye Yuan also precisely saw through that Shuoyan’s foundation as solid. This was why he would let him 

take it. 

Otherwise, how could it suppress the five kings?” 

“Yo, my good brother, you’re back from the expedition with Royal Father? Mn? You broke through to 

Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum?” Two figures suddenly came out of the dense woods. When one of 

the young men saw Shuoyan, he could not help getting a shock. 

When Shuoyan saw the arrivals, he was a little embarrassed and said with a nod, “Yeah, Third Brother 

Hefeng! When I went on the expedition with Royal Father this time, I met Big Brother Ye Yuan. His 

means are exceedingly formidable and used one heavenly pill to increase my realm to Limitless Sublime 

Heavenly Stratum!” 

When the person behind Hefeng hear it, his face was greatly surprised too. 

A heavenly pill increased a major cultivation realm, this was too terrifying! 

But when Ye Yuan heard it, he was speechless. 

When Hefeng appeared, he was dripping with sarcasm when he was talking. It did not look like close 

brothers greeting each other. 

But Shuoyan was clearly simple-minded and did not know to hide things, directly selling him out. 

Hefeng’s gaze when looking towards him already became unkind. 

“You’re talking about this human?” Hefeng pointed at Ye Yuan and said. 

Shuoyan nodded and said, “Yeah! He’s Royal Father’s distinguished guest. He’s great! Get to know each 

other, Third Brother!” 

But Hefeng’s expression suddenly turned dark, and he said with a cold snort, “What bullshit 

distinguished guest! How can a human be on our Bright Tiger territory? Go and die for me!” 

Hefeng gave a roar and directly smashed a fist towards Ye Yuan, the speed swift to the extreme. 

Shuoyan was frozen there, at a loss on what to do. 

He did not know why the Third Brother Hefeng who was normally very good-tempered suddenly 

became so irritable. 

This punch of Hefeng’s did not hold back at all. It was going to send him to his doom. 

But midway, he suddenly gave a muffled groan and instantly collapsed on the ground. 

The expression of the powerhouse who appeared together with Hefeng changed, and he cried out in 

surprise, “Origin divinity attack! Courting death!” 

Only to see his figure move, the aura of Jade Sovereign Heaven suddenly bursting out. 

Only then did Shuoyan react and say in great alarm, “Muzhen, you really dare to attack Big Brother Ye 

Yuan? He’s Royal Father’s distinguished guest!” 



As he said, he was actually planning on blocking in front of Ye Yuan. 

Muzhen smiled coldly and said, “Human, you shouldn’t have appeared in Bright Tiger Territory! Hefeng 

wants to kill him, so this commander naturally has to make a move! Move aside!” 

Finished saying, he flicked his sleeves, and Shuoyan was actually sent flying out involuntarily. 

Ye Yuan looked at Muzhen, his gaze turning cold. 

This Myriad Demons Mountain was indeed famed for being where the weak were prey to the strong! 

Killing people did not need a reason at all in this place. 

Whoosh! 

Ye Yuan did not hesitate in the slightest, directly taking out the Dragon Spring Sword. 

The sound of a dragon roar rose to the sky, flying straight for Muzhen. 

Muzhen was just about to kill Ye Yuan. So how could he be on guard against such an astonishing strike? 

Caught by surprise, only to see his blood spurt wildly, directly being slammed flying. He was already 

heavily injured. 

He looked at Ye Yuan with an astonished face and said in disbelief, “G-Grandmist treasure?” 

While at this time, Hefeng also recovered a little from the dizziness. Hearing this name, his entire body 

could not help trembling. 

Ye Yuan looked at the two and said coolly, “Shuoyan will be shielded by me in the future. If you guys 

dare to bully him, be careful that I make you the first target of attack! Scram!” 

The two people’s expressions changed, being aware that they were not Ye Yuan’s match. They helped 

each other leave. 

Ye Yuan did not deal a killing blow to Hefeng either. 

His bloodline was powerful and was of the same lineage as Bright Tiger King. He was clearly a biological 

brother of Shuoyan. 

After the two people left, Shuoyan had a look of puzzlement as he said, “Why did Third Brother Hefeng 

seem like he became a different person today?” 

Ye Yuan looked at him and could not help laughing as he said, “Have you heard before the saying that 

two tigers cannot share one mountain?” 

“Two tigers cannot share one mountain?” Shuoyan had a blank look. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “In the past, you were just an obedient child with meager strength. Hence, no 

one will care about you. But now, you broke through to lower Limitless Sublime Heaven in one go. 

Hence, he felt threatened! Understood?” 

Shuoyan nodded his head like he did not fully understand. Ye Yuan was also speechless when he saw the 

situation. 



This boy was even more innocent than Jingfei that lass. 

Ye Yuan rubbed his tiger head and said smilingly, “In short, you guys won’t be able to be brothers 

properly in the future anymore! Since you’ve already grown up, there will likely only be killing left 

between you all! Alright, let’s call it a day. I’ll go into closed-seclusion for a few days first.. You come 

over to my place after a while, and then I’ll help you consolidate your foundation and nurture your 

essence. I’ll let you break through to middle Limitless Sublime Heaven as soon as possible!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2704: Ten Tigers Seizing the Throne! 

In a secret mountain cave, nine fierce tigers were gathered together, each and everyone with a 

ferocious appearance. 

“Old Three, what’s the meaning of calling us here? Where’s Old Sixteen?” The one talking was Bright 

Tiger King’s fifth son, Shaba. 

Bright Tiger King had a total of 16 sons, 6 sons passed away early. 

There were still ten alive presently. 

Old Three, Hefeng, was the oldest. Old Sixteen, Shuoyan, was the youngest. 

Normally, the other nine people were rather amicable toward Shuoyan. But the nine fought among 

themselves. 

Because only one of them could survive in the end! 

The law of the jungle was extremely cruel. The ten sons of Bright Tiger King were not as carefree as 

those second generation young masters of the human territories. 

From the moment they reached adulthood, they would have to experience constant killing. 

The moment someone among these ten sons ascends to the throne in the future, the others would all 

have to die! 

Of course, many of them would never survive until then. 

Survival of the fittest, those who were weak could only be eliminated! 

He Feng had a gloomy expression on his face and he said in a cold voice, “Calling you all over this time is 

for Old Sixteen’s matter! You all were in your own territories and probably still don’t know yet, right? 

Old Sixteen he has already broken through to Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum!” 

“Old Third, are you joking? I met Old Sixten half a year ago. That tiger boy was merely upper Greater 

Sublime Heaven! He broke through to Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum in a short half a year?” Shaba 

said with a scoff. 

“Sigh,?I say, Third Brother, you got us to come over in a haste, saying that something big has happened. 

After a long time, it was for this? What’s the deal with this! Even if Old Sixteen really broke through to 

Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum, there’s also no big deal, right?” Old Eight said with an unhappy 

expression. 
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Among the ten brothers, Hefeng was not the strongest. 

The strongest was Old Fifth, Shaba! 

The ten of them brothers fought outside all year round, constantly excavating their potential. 

And Shaba caught up from behind, his strength surpassing Hefeng instead. 

Old Eighth’s strength was about the same as Hefeng’s. 

Therefore, he did not hold him in much awe and veneration. 

Hefeng snorted coldly and said, “What the hell do you all know! I was summoned by Royal Father this 

time to search for heavenly medicines. That’s how I coincidentally met Old Sixteen! Do you all know how 

he broke through?” 

Seeing Hefeng’s serious appearance, Shaba’s brows also furrowed together tightly. 

Although Old Third’s talent was a little lousy, for him to be able to live until now, he was not some fool. 

Something that could make him take so seriously, there might really be something major. 

“Stop leaving us hanging! Say it!” Shaba said. 

Hefeng recounted the matter of Shuoyan swallowing a true grade heavenly pill, making the eight people 

present all draw a breath of cold air. 

“I’ve already inquired. That human is an extremely powerful heavenly alchemist! He came to Myriad 

Demons Mountain as a hostage. It’s actually in order to refine a grade four heavenly imperial pill for 

Royal Father they all, so as to let the five of them break through to Saint Sovereign Heaven! Of course, 

Royal Father breaking through to Saint Sovereign Heaven is a great thing. But what’s damnable is that 

that human heavenly alchemist’s relationship with Old Sixten isn’t ordinary! With his heaven-defying 

means, if he’s determined to help Old Sixteen, what business has it got to do with us still? Do you all feel 

that this is a small matter?” Hefeng said with a cold snort. 

“Old Third, are you joking? According to what I know, it’s impossible for human heavenly alchemist to be 

so formidable, right?” Shaba said with a frown. 

Hefeng smiled coldly and said, “I didn’t believe it at first either. So I specially went to find Uncle. When 

that human gave Old Sixteen the heavenly pill to eat, he was there! The five kings watched Old Sixteen 

break through with their own eyes; can this still be fake?” 

The other seven people all drew a cold breath and stopped taunting Hefeng. 

The expressions on their faces were different. But clearly, they started to become apprehensive of 

Shuoyan. 

Or should they say, started becoming apprehensive of that mysterious human heavenly alchemist 

behind Shuoyan! 

After a long silence, Shaba suddenly said, “Old Third, what do you think?” 



Hefeng chuckled and said, “Calling you all is to discuss countermeasures! Old Fifth, you’re normally the 

one with the most schemes, you give a plan!” 

Shaba’s face turned black, but he did not refute anything and said coolly, “Since Old Sixteen is already an 

adult, then he also has to take part in the hunt this year, right?” 

Hefeng raised his brows and said, “You’re saying …” 

Shaba said coolly, “Encountering some accident when hunting is also something that can be forgiven. 

After all, there will be people breaking through to Jade Sovereign Heaven at any time in this Myriad 

Demons Mountain. If Old Sixteen dies at the hands of a Jade Sovereign Heaven, I believe Royal Father 

won’t say anything either.” 

But He Feng shook his head and said, “One Jade Sovereign Heaven isn’t enough!” 

Shaba frowned and said, “You can’t bring Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouses by your side when 

hunting! Could it be that a Jade Sovereign Heaven can’t take care of Old Sixteen?” 

Hefeng said, “I’m worried that that human heavenly alchemist takes action! I exchanged blows with him 

that day. He has a grandmist treasure in his hands. Moxi was defeated at his hands too!” 

“What?! Grandmist treasure! Moxi was actually defeated too?!” Everyone said in shock. 

They did not take a heavenly alchemist seriously yet. 

After all, no matter how incredible you were at refining pills, there would be no threat after you became 

a dead person too. 

But a heavenly alchemist that rivaled Jade Sovereign Heaven was completely different! 

This was equivalent to saying that Old Sixteen had an extremely powerful backer! 

Hefeng nodded and said, “This human is unfathomable. If we’re not taking action, then forget it. But 

since we’re taking action, we absolutely can’t give him any chance!” 

Shaba finally understood why Old Third brought them all here. 

He could not deal with this alone at all! 

“Now that it came to this, everyone should stop hiding! I know that you all have some trump cards in 

your hands! Show them all this time! I raised a strong contingent in Heavenjoy Mountain. Their leader is 

the Eight-spotted Leopard that I subdued more than 100 years ago! He’s already middle Jade Sovereign 

Heaven strength!” Shaba said. 

Hefeng nodded his head with a slight smile as he said, “I subdued a Purplelight Battle Wolf 200 years 

ago. He is also middle Jade Sovereign Heaven now!” 

The nine of them had been scheming for a very long time. They naturally had some trump cards. 

They had never told anyone about these trump cards. But this time, they took it all out for Ye Yuan. 

The other seven each raised a true spirit army. The weakest leader was also at the realm of lower Jade 

Sovereign Heaven! 



Although they were only Limitless Sublime Heavenly Tiger King, Bright Tiger King’s awe-inspiring 

reputation was still very resounding in the Myriad Demons Mountain. 

Some Jade Sovereign Heavens secretly cast their lots with these tiger sons, which was naturally no big 

deal. 

If they gambled correctly, they would render merits with the king in the future! 

The nine people agreed that they would send out these nine armies, agreeing to kill Shuoyan. 

If Ye Yuan did not go, that was naturally for the best. 

As long as Ye Yuan did not help Old Sixteen, he would not have any conflicts of interest with them 

either. 

But if Ye Yuan made a move, they would also dispose of Ye Yuan together. 

Even if it made Bright Tiger King lose the opportunity to break through to Saint Sovereign Heaven 

because of this, they would not hesitate either! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2705: Besieged on All Sides! 

“Big Brother Ye Ye Yuan, I came to say goodbye to you!” Shuoyan had an eager look as he said to Ye 

Yuan. 

In a short one year, Shuoyan already broke through to middle Limitless Sublime Heaven under Ye Yuan’s 

help. 

The hunt was near at hand, Shuoyan came to bid farewell to Ye Yuan. 

The so-called hunt was actually opening up land and occupying even more territory. 

And this required fierce killing to achieve. 

Ye Yuan was rather surprised and asked curiously, “Where are you going?” 

Shuoyan explained, but Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed together and said, “You mean, there are no Jade 

Sovereign Heaven guards?” 

Shuoyan smiled and said, “Royal Father is tempering us. If we bring Jade Sovereign Heavens, what 

meaning of tempering is there still?” 

Ye Yuan frowned and said, “Have you met your elder brothers during this one year? What reaction did 

they have toward your vast improvement in strength?” 

Speaking of this, Shuoyan smiled and said, “Of course I met them! Speaking of which, it was coincidental 

too, they are all in their own territories. In the past, it’s hard for me to meet two or three elder brothers 

in a year. This year, I actually met all of them. Furthermore, they are all very happy about my vast 

improvement in strength and even encouraged me to work hard and not to disgrace Royal Father’s 

face!” 

Looking at Shuoyan’s appearance, Ye Yuan knew that he did not take his words to heart. 
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Although his strength already reached middle Limitless Sublime Heaven, his mind was actually not old. 

Shuoyan’s age was roughly the same as Jingfei. His mind was still immature. 

He even thought that his brothers were all kind and loved each other! 

The more his older brothers appeared to not care, the more it meant that they cared. 

Furthermore, Shuoyan met nine older brothers all of a sudden. This was a very strange thing in itself. 

Ye Yuan thought about it and said, “It just so happens that I’m going out to find a few heavenly 

medicines, I’ll go together with you then.” 

But when Shuoyan heard that, he hesitated and said, “Big Brother Ye Yuan, you’re too powerful! I’m 

merely dealing with an upper Limitless Sublime Heaven’s territory on this expedition. If you want to go, 

sure, but you can’t take action!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Don’t you worry. I won’t hinder your trial. I’m just going to look for heavenly 

medicines, I won’t care about other things.” 

Shuoyan was overjoyed and said, “Alright then, with Big Brother Ye Yuan accompanying me, Shuoyan 

won’t be too bored either.” 

… … 

Bright Tiger King did not stop Ye Yuan’s request. 

The place that Shuoyan was going to attack was merely an upper Limitless Sublime Heaven’s territory. It 

was not considered dangerous. 

Ye Yuan was restricted by the vow, it was also impossible to run out of sight, so he felt very relieved. 

Bright Tiger King also knew that Ye Yuan had a good impression of Shuoyan. 

In reality, Shuoyan was also his favorite among his ten sons. 

In terms of talent, in terms of bloodline, the other nine sons were not as good as Shuoyan. 

Let alone that he already left people far behind in the dust under Ye Yuan’s divine aid. 

Letting Ye Yuan and Shuoyan get closer to each other was pretty good too. 

Without words along the way, Shuoyan led a large group of true spirit army and killed their way to Three 

Saint Ridge in a mighty contingent. 

The so-called Three Saint Ridge was actually three Blackthorn Boars gilding gold onto their faces. 

Myriad Demons Mountain’s fighting did not have much strategy to talk about. 

I came openly to snatch your territory. 

When Boss Hei Fang saw the childish-looking Shuoyan, he could not help laughing as he said, “You little 

kitty, hair isn’t even fully grown yet and you actually dare to come to our Three Saint Ridge?” 

The moment these words came out, Three Saint Ridge side burst into laughter. 



Although Shuoyan had grown quite a bit, his childishness had yet to shed. He did indeed look like an 

adolescent cat. 

When Shuoyan heard that, he said in a great rage, “Three black pigs dare to be insolent too! Little ones, 

kill for me!” 

Hei Fang laughed loudly and said, “Kitty, I know that you’re formidable. But your opponent today isn’t 

me, Hei Fang!” 

As he said, he whistled. 

Rumble?… 

Groups of true spirits rushed out of the forest. The army that Shuoyan brought fell into heavy 

encirclement almost instantly! 

All around, they were surrounded until not even water could seep through! 

When Shuoyan saw the situation, his expression could not help changing greatly. 

“Chunhe Mountain’s Black Scorpion, Purplecloud Mountain’s Purpledawn Beast, and Upper Ridge’s 

Golden Fur Hound … why did they all come?” Shuoyan said in astonishment. 

Each of these true spirits was an overlord of a region. Some had even reached grand completion 

Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum already! 

The army that Shuoyan brought fell into a deathtrap at once! 

“Huhu,?little bastard, there’s also the two of us!” Two figures flew over the hill. 

When Shuoyan saw them, he revealed an even more horrified expression. 

“Golden Eagle Dual Fiends! Why … Why are you guys here too?” Shuoyan said in terror. 

These Golden Eagle Dual Fiends were twin brothers. Their strengths were both Jade Sovereign Heaven! 

Their appearance practically sentenced Shuoyan to death. 

By the side, Ye Yuan said very calmly, “Still don’t understand? Your whereabouts have already been 

leaked by someone.” 

Shuoyan looked towards Ye Yuan in surprise and shook his head and said, “This is impossible! Those who 

know about the hunt’s whereabouts are all Royal Father’s confidants. It’s absolutely impossible to 

divulge my whereabouts!” 

Ye Yuan rubbed his head and said with a smile, “Little guy, this world isn’t as simple as you think. Maybe 

they won’t betray your royal father, but there isn’t any psychological burden in betraying you.” 

Shuoyan was taken aback and said, “Why?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Because you blocked other people’s way! Still remember what I said before? 

Two tigers cannot share one mountain! Let alone that there are ten sons under your royal father?” 

Shuoyan was akin to being struck by lightning, disbelief written all over his face. 



But he was not a fool, everything before his eyes could only mean that Three Saint Ridge was long 

prepared! 

This place was another half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven’s territory. As long as they prepared in 

advance, they could naturally transfer powerhouses over. 

Let alone that the one who came this time was Bright Tiger King’s youngest son? 

“Mn??Why is there a human? What you said is right. Someone did indeed inform us about it! Being able 

to kill Bright Tiger King’s youngest son this time, the two of us brothers will have rendered great 

contributions!” Golden Eagle Dual Fiends said with a loud laugh. 

Shuoyan still did not quite believe it previously. But now, it was not up to him to not believe it anymore. 

At this moment, he finally understood that he was too pure! 

He suddenly turned towards Ye Yuan and said emotionally, “So, Big Brother Ye Yuan you didn’t come 

together with me to search for whatever heavenly medicines at all? You’re doing it in order to protect 

me?” 

At this time, the gratitude in Shuoyan’s heart could not be described using words. 

Very clearly, Ye Yuan had long anticipated the danger this time, but he was willing to take the risk and 

accompany him. 

He really could not repay this kindness. 

Ye Yuan chuckled and said, “If I don’t let you see it with your own eyes, you probably won’t believe it.” 

“Haha,?a mere lower Limitless Sublime Heaven, his cultivation is not even as good as yours, can he 

protect you? A lowly human, really reckless and blind!” Golden Eagle Dual Fiends said with a loud laugh. 

Shuoyan prostrated toward Ye Yuan and shed tears as he said, “Big Brother Ye Yuan, from now on, I, 

Shuoyan, only have one big brother, that’s you!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Alright, leave those two golden eagles to me. There’s no problem leaving the 

others to you, right?” 

Shuoyan nodded his head fiercely and said, “No problem!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2706: Instantly Killing Jade Sovereign Heaven! 

When Golden Eagle Dual Fiends’ second brother heard that, he said with a loud laugh,?“Haha,?this 

human wouldn’t be a fool, right? He said that he’s going to deal with the two of us!” 

The older brother said disdainfully, “Humans have always been ignorant and arrogant, thinking that they 

are number one under the heaven! Actually, they are all a bunch of idiots!” 

Hei Fang and the rest of the leaders all snickered incessantly. 

Clearly, Ye Yuan’s words had hit their humor point. 
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Amidst the snickering, Ye Yuan moved. 

He did not utilize spatial law. He rushed over unremarkably just like that. 

In the eyes of Golden Eagle Dual Fiends and the rest, he was weak to the extreme. 

The golden eagle second brother said with a laugh, “You all look, this boy has such swift movement 

technique. This commander is very scared!” 

Him ridiculing Ye Yuan naturally attracted a series of guffaws. 

Ye Yuan got closer and closer to them. Very soon, he was within a range of a thousand feet. 

In their view, Ye Yuan’s behavior was purely seeking death. 

The older brother had a sullen face and said with a cold snort, “Stop playing! Just kill him!” 

Amidst the laughter, the second brother’s aura released and his figure leaped, greeting Ye Yuan with 

golden light radiating all over his body. 

Countless feathers shot out, carrying a bone-piercing cold rule of wind; swift and fierce to the extreme. 

“Golden Sword Eagle Feather! Go and die for me!” 

A lower Limitless Sublime Heaven would definitely be shot into a sieve under this terrifying attack. 

Everyone thought so. 

Because in their eyes, Ye Yuan was too weak! 

But right at this time, an abnormality suddenly occurred! 

Ye Yuan’s figure suddenly accelerated to the extreme, making everyone see a blur. 

Buzz! 

Before the golden eagle second brother understood what was going on, he only felt his head go dizzy, a 

momentary lapse appearing in his consciousness. 

He was alarmed and instinctively felt that something was amiss. 

But, he was unable to control his consciousness. 

Because his origin divinity was attacked by Ye Yuan! 

At the same time, an astonishing dragon roar burst forth. 

Ye Yuan took out the Dragon Spring Sword! 

Currently, Ye Yuan was already less than a thousand feet away from the golden eagle second brother. 

Unleashing the Dragon Spring Sword at this distance, the speed was swift to the extreme! 

“Old Second!” 



When the golden eagle older brother saw that the second brother was still in a daze, he could not help 

yelling. 

At the same time, his figure moved explosively, making a move against Ye Yuan. 

This strike was too terrifying! 

That swift and fierce sword intent actually fused the power of a true dragon! 

Caught completely off-guard, even a Jade Sovereign Heaven would have to die with regrets too! 

But it was too late! 

The golden eagle second brother leaping just now, his distance was already less than 200 feet away 

from Ye Yuan. 

Under this distance, with Ye Yuan suddenly launching a sneak attack, he had no way of guarding against 

it at all. 

Boom! 

The golden eagle second brother’s body was directly chopped into several pieces! 

When the golden eagle older brother saw this scene, his eyes turned bloodshot from anger! 

The entire Three Saint Ridge was deathly silent. 

No one expected that the Golden Eagle Dual Fiends actually became the Golden Eagle Single Fiend in a 

blink of an eye! 

In this instance earlier, from Ye Yuan launching an origin divinity attack, to activating spatial rule to avoid 

the Golden Sword Eagle Feather attack, then to executing the Dragon Spring Sword, everything was 

virtually accomplished in one breath! 

Quicker than words could tell! 

In just a blink of an eye, a Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouse was killed! 

Actually, the moment Ye Yuan saw the Golden Eagle Dual Fiends, he had been considering 

countermeasures. 

With his strength, dealing with a Jade Sovereign Heaven was more than enough. 

But two Jade Sovereign Heavens, furthermore, they were twin brothers, it was beyond his means. 

Ye Yuan knew that once such twin brothers joined forces, their strength far surpassed those of the same 

rank. 

Therefore, he deliberately took action slowly in the beginning, behaving not the slightest bit surprised at 

all, looking just like an ordinary lower Limitless Sublime Heaven. It was to show weakness to the enemy! 

When it reached within a thousand feet, that was his world! 

Sure enough, he killed the golden eagle second brother in one exchange. 



Finishing off the golden eagle second brother, dealing with the golden eagle older brother would be 

much easier. 

But this scene was simply inconceivable to the extreme in the eyes of the true spirits that covered the 

hills and valleys. 

Although there were countless true spirits in the Myriad Demons Mountain, Jade Sovereign Heaven true 

spirits were absolutely not some cabbages. 

They were powerhouses that stood at the apex of the Myriad Demons Mountain! 

Even a powerhouse like Bright Tiger King valued Jade Sovereign Heavens greatly too. 

Especially the Golden Eagle Dual Fiends, they were absolutely the strongest existences in this radius of 

ten thousand miles. 

Even Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouses did not dare to provoke them easily too. 

Now, one was actually killed in a single exchange! 

“Is my eyesight failing? Second Commander actually died just like this?” 

“What treasure is in his hands, how can it be so strong?” 

“A lower Limitless Sublime Heaven actually finished off a lower Jade Sovereign Heaven. This … This is too 

fake!” 

… … 

The shock in everyone’s hearts was virtually beyond containment. 

However, Shuoyan had long expected it! 

He had seen before Ye Yuan took action. The outcome of the golden eagle second brother 

underestimating the enemy could only be death! 

And he also knew that this was the chance that Ye Yuan created. 

Therefore, he made his move! 

“Kill!” 

Shuoyan yelled out a little childishly, but carried an indomitable momentum as he rushed towards the 

Blackthorn Boar! 

One should not look at how Shuoyan was young. His strength was not weak at all! 

The Blackthorn Three Saints’ Old Third was still in a daze. Caught by surprise, he was killed by Shuoyan in 

one exchange! 

Shuoyan taking the lead also greatly roused the morale of his men. 

They followed behind Shuoyan and directly smashed the Three Saint Ridge army. 

Three Saint Ridge’s true spirit army was still shocked by Ye Yuan’s astonishing strike at this time. 



By the time they came to their senses, they were already being killed until they only had the ability to 

parry but did not have the strength to fight back! 

Only then did the other factions return to their senses. Secretly scolding crafty, they also rushed over 

toward Shuoyan’s army. 

The golden eagle older brother turned a blind eye to these. 

There was only Ye Yuan left in his eyes, full of hatred! 

The golden eagle older brother gnashed his teeth in hatred and said, “Origin divinity attack! Spatial rule! 

Grandmist treasure! Good! Terrific lad! You concealed really deeply!” 

Succeeding with one strike, Ye Yuan was not in a hurry to attack either, saying with a smile, “Thanks for 

the praise. But you don’t need to look at me like this too. Lions will go all out to catch the rabbit. Do you 

guys think that by being Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouses, you’re invincible under the heavens?” 

“Yeah! We underestimated the enemy. But now, we won’t! Boy, you killed my younger brother, this 

commander will definitely slice you into a thousand pieces today! Apocalyptic Storm!” 

The golden eagle older brother directly showed his true body. The moment he spread his wings out, a 

storm immediately howled in the space around Ye Yuan. 

In the storm, countless wind blades were extremely swift and fierce, practically slicing space apart. 

It also became hard for Ye Yuan’s spatial rule to be exhibited amidst this! 

Got to say, this golden eagle older brother’s rule comprehension was extremely strong. His strength 

could not be underestimated. 

But it was precisely because of this that Ye Yuan not letting the two of them join forces was the wisest 

choice. 

In the storm, Ye Yuan brandished the Dragon Spring Sword seamlessly until not even wind could 

penetrate. 

The golden eagle older brother’s wind blades actually did not have the slightest chance. 

This scene made everyone extremely shocked again. 

If Ye Yuan one-shotting the golden eagle second brother earlier gave some suspicions of taking 

advantage by trickery, then now, it was the perfect display of his strength! 

By relying on a Dragon Spring Sword, Ye Yuan’s strength was actually not the slightest bit weaker than 

the Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouse, the golden eagle older brother! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2707: Brothers Infighting! 

The golden eagle older brother’s heart shook wildly! 

His Apocalyptic Storm actually could not quite block Ye Yuan’s Dragon Spring Sword! 
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Each of Ye Yuan’s sword slash carried an unstoppable power, making his blood vitality churn. 

Only at this time did he realize how terrifying the power of this grandmist treasure was! 

He even felt like who he was facing seemed to be a Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouse! 

“This grandmist treasure’s power is too strong. Continue fighting like this, there’s no chance of winning 

at all! Leave!” 

The golden eagle older brother saw through the actual situation. How could he still dare to stay, turning 

around and fleeing? 

When this scene landed in the eyes of the numerous Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum leaders, they 

could not help feeling stunned. 

The golden eagle older brother was driven away? 

A dignified Jade Sovereign Heaven was actually driven away by a Limitless Sublime Heaven! 

For a moment, the morale of the troops was lost. 

Even the Jade Sovereign Heaven was sent packing, what was the use no matter how many people they 

had? 

After Ye Yuan rushed over later, wouldn’t they still be stretching their necks out for the executer’s 

blade? 

What the golden eagle older brother comprehended was the rule of wind, his movement technique 

swift to the extreme. 

In an instant, he escaped ten miles away! 

But all of a sudden, he felt a chill coming from behind, making his hair stand on end. 

In the air, he forcibly turned directions and moved laterally. 

Boom! 

A fissure that was several hundred feet long was directly cleaved apart on the ground. 

When the golden eagle older brother saw this scene, he lost his soul. 

If not for him cultivating the rule of wind and his movement technique being extremely fast, this sword 

earlier would have definitely taken his life! 

Turning around to look, he discovered that Ye Yuan was currently looking at him not far away, his face 

full of mockery. 

“Brat, we don’t want this Three Saint Ridge anymore! Just take it as if today’s matter didn’t happen!” 

Boss Golden Eagle gritted his teeth and said. 

He wished to devour Ye Yuan whole. But circumstances were stronger than people. He was not Ye 

Yuan’s match and could only yield. 



Ye Yuan said with a smile that was not a smile, “Going back on your word so fast? Just now, didn’t you 

say that you were going to slice me into thousands of pieces to avenge your younger brother? Why? Not 

taking revenge anymore?” 

The golden eagle older brother secretly hated him in his heart, but he said, “Old Second only had himself 

to blame for underestimating the enemy. This enmity, I’m not avenging anymore! Little Brother, don’t 

pester me. Let’s stay out of each other’s business from now on, alright?” 

But how could Ye Yuan be so easy to hoodwink? He smiled coldly and said, “Staying out of each other’s 

business, do you really take me to be a greenhorn? You want to leave, sure, cripple your own 

cultivation.” 

Golden eagle older brother’s gaze turned cold and he said in a chilly voice, “Brat, don’t push people too 

far! If a Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouse really wants to fight it out to the death, it’s not what you 

can bear!” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Is that so? Then I want to see how strong a Jade Sovereign Heaven’s desperate 

blow is!” 

“Humph!?You forced me!” The golden eagle older brother naturally would not surrender without 

resistance. He gave a cold snort, his aura erupting once more. 

But right at this time, a pale yellow figure rushed out of the forest, his speed being swift to the extreme. 

The golden eagle older brother was currently launching a martial technique and was caught off-guard by 

this figure that suddenly dashed out. 

Puchi! 

The golden eagle older brother’s throat was directly bitten by a gaping maw, fresh blood flowing. 

Being bitten, the golden eagle older brother seemed to have lost all the strength in his body, his breath 

suddenly dissipating. 

Very soon, he stopped moving and breathed his last. 

Ye Yuan’s expression became serious. 

What bit the golden eagle older brother to death was a pale yellow leopard! 

This leopard emitted an extremely powerful aura, it actually reached middle Jade Sovereign Heaven! 

The leopard flicked its neck and threw the golden eagle older brother’s corpse to one side. Opening its 

ferocious-looking mouth, it said disdainfully, “These two fools, they can’t even handle a Limitless 

Sublime Heaven! Really useless!” 

At this time, fresh blood was still flowing from the leopard’s mouth, looking very ferocious and 

terrifying. 

There were rustling sounds in the dense forest again. Several figures walked out slowly again. 

Without exception, they were all Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouses! 



Ye Yuan swept a glance over, nine great Jade Sovereign Heaven experts actually appeared! 

Two of them were even middle Jade Sovereign Heaven! 

The directions that these nine great true spirits appeared were very particular, blocking all of Ye Yuan’s 

path of retreat. 

The leopard looked at Ye Yuan, gushing with a bloody breath as it said, “Boy, leave behind the grandmist 

treasure in your hand, and then end yourself!” 

Ye Yuan narrowed his eyes and said in a solemn voice, “Nine Jade Sovereign Heavens! I didn’t expect 

that Shuoyan’s nine older brothers actually joined forces to deal with him!?Heh heh,?really good 

brothers!” 

Ye Yuan took every conceivable possibility into account but was ultimately not a prophet. 

He could foresee that this trip was dangerous and even guessed that Hefeng would divulge information 

to the enemy. But he did not expect that Shuoyan’s nine older brothers actually all sent out Jade 

Sovereign Heaven powerhouses to kill him! 

A puny little Shuoyan was naturally not worthy of the nine of them going to war. 

The only explanation was that Hefeng was very apprehensive of him. Hence, he united with the other 

eight people to doom him to death! 

Such great work! 

These nine Jade Sovereign Heavens were definitely not Bright Tiger King’s subordinates, but they were 

the private armies of the nine of them. 

These few guys really put down the blood capital. 

The leopard said coolly, “Boy, you’re very smart! However, it’s also useless no matter how clever you 

are! Third Young Master wants you dead!” 

This leopard was naturally the Eight-spotted Leopard that Hefeng spoke of. 

Ye Yuan was very wary of this Eight-spotted Leopard. Because judging from the scene of him killing the 

golden eagle older brother earlier, this guy’s movement technique was absolutely not beneath his! 

The Eight-spotted Leopard’s comprehension was the same; rule of wind. But his rule of wind was much 

stronger than the golden eagle older brother’s. 

It even touched spatial rule! 

Therefore, his speed was so fast that even the golden eagle older brother was killed before he could 

react. 

Apart from him, that Purplelight Battle Wolf similarly posed a huge threat to Ye Yuan. 

The others, their auras were not the least bit weaker than the Golden Eagle Dual Fiends too. 

In an instant, Ye Yuan actually fell into a desperate situation. 



Got to admit, Shuoyan was very brave and good at fighting. 

Following the Golden Eagle Dual Fiends’ defeat, he actually led his army and killed the few great leaders 

until they fled in all directions. 

When those few great leaders saw that the golden eagle older brother was killed too, they did not have 

the courage to fight anymore. Each and every one of them was running away madly. 

When Shuoyan saw that Ye Yuan was surrounded by numerous Jade Sovereign Heavens, his tiger eyes 

suddenly changed too. 

“Big Brother Ye Yuan! I’ll come and save you!” As he said, Shuoyan led the army and was about to rush 

over. 

But Ye Yuan shouted coldly, “Leave me alone, hurry up and run!” 

How could Shuoyan be willing to listen, still insisting on rushing over? 

But right at this time, one wave of army after another charged out of the dense woods again, 

surrounding Shuoyan’s army tightly again. 

When Shuoyan saw this scene, his eyes could not help revealing a look of despair. 

He could tell that this true spirit army’s combat power was even higher than the previous wave! 

“Why?! Why is this?! Do my elder brothers want me dead so much?” Shuoyan roared at the Eight-

spotted Leopard. 

Eight-spotted Leopard sneered and said, “Young Master Saint Sovereign, this place is the Myriad 

Demons Mountain! Your Royal Father also killed his way out from his brothers, and then he achieved 

half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven in the end! In this jungle, there are no brothers. There is only 

slaughter! Whoever is stronger, whoever can become the true king! Your threat is too great.. Hence, 

your older brothers are all very fearful. So … they can only kill you before you grow up!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2708: Chaos True Spirit Bloodline! 

Swoosh! 

Suddenly, a phantom true dragon emerged with a roar. 

Ye Yuan suddenly attacked! 

His target was the weakest one of the nine great true spirits, the Green-eyed Civet Cat. 

He wanted to open up a gap in this group of true spirits! 

When the Green-eyed Civet Cat saw this sword, his expression changed drastically, and he instinctively 

wanted to escape. 

But his reaction was ultimately a beat slower. 

This sword of Ye Yuan’s was extremely crafty. He had no way of avoiding it at all! 
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At the same time, Ye Yuan’s figure also turned into a wisp of green smoke, suddenly attacking. 

However, right at this time, a change suddenly occurred. 

Ye Yuan’s eyes blurred, a yellow-spotted shadow suddenly blocking in front, meeting this sword of his 

head-on. 

“Roar of Wind!” 

Only to hear a roar, two terrifying attacks collided together in an instant. 

Boom! 

Ye Yuan was akin to having suffered a heavy blow, directly spewing out a mouthful of blood, his figure 

shooting backward. 

He looked at the Eight-spotted Leopard ahead, his eyes full of solemnity. 

This Eight-spotted Leopard’s speed was too fast and his strength was too strong! 

Furthermore, this guy’s reaction was extremely fast and did not give him any chance at all. 

The Eight-spotted Leopard looked at Ye Yuan and said with a cold smile, “Boy, I’ve observed you for a 

long time! You’re very clever. Furthermore, your combat experience is extremely rich. You’re a very 

troublesome opponent! Therefore, I won’t give you any chance! Just nice, I can restrain you in terms of 

speed. No matter how strong your grandmist treasure is, it’s also impossible to break through!” 

In reality, they had long already been hiding nearby. 

With regards to Ye Yuan and the Golden Eagle Dual Fiends’ battle, the Eight-spotted Leopard and the 

rest of the true spirits saw it clearly too. 

The Eight-spotted Leopard was very apprehensive of the observation ability and combat strength that Ye 

Yuan exhibited. 

Therefore, he did not relax his vigilance towards Ye Yuan at all. 

The moment Ye Yuan moved, he moved! 

Ye Yuan had a solemn look on his face, he knew that he had encountered a tough nut. 

Not only was this Eight-spotted Leopard extremely strong, but his observation was also extremely 

meticulous. He was definitely a combat expert. 

“Looks like you’re not planning on surrendering without resistance! Since that’s the case, then we’ll 

send you on your way together!” As he spoke, he brandished his sharp claws at the true spirit army. The 

nine great Jade Sovereign Heavens moved out at the same time! 

Clearly, these eight people listened to his command. 

Ye Yuan, a lower Limitless Sublime Heaven, was facing nine great Jade Sovereign Heavens at the same 

time. This was simply something that made people despair. 

In an instant, Ye Yuan fell into an extremely dangerous situation. 



Other true spirits were still alright; Ye Yuan could rely on his movement technique to evade their 

attacks. 

But the Eight-spotted Leopard and Purplelight Battle Wolf, these two great middle Jade Sovereign 

Heavens brought tremendous pressure on Ye Yuan. 

After a few moves, Ye Yuan’s body was already hit by several claw marks, fresh blood dripping. 

“Brat, for a lower Limitless Sublime Heaven like you to be able to last so many moves under the nine of 

us teaming up, you can already be sufficiently proud! But today, I’ll be accepting your grandmist 

treasure! Hahaha …” 

Beyond the laughter, the Eight-spotted Leopard was still extremely shocked in his heart. 

Observing from the sidelines was one thing, it was another thing to experience it for himself. 

In just these few rounds, the calmness and combat strength that Ye Yuan displayed, as well as that easy-

going attitude between life and death, moved him immensely. 

This kind of behavior absolutely should not appear on such a young Limitless Sublime Heaven. 

He only had a feeling that this human was remarkable! 

Facing the nine of their attacks, forget about a lower Limitless Sublime Heaven, even a lower Jade 

Sovereign Heaven would probably have to die with regrets within a few moves too! 

But Ye Yuan already held on for more than ten moves! 

Although he was already riddled with wounds, he stubbornly evaded the most dangerous attacks. 

This kind of combat consciousness simply made people’s hair stand on end! 

Ye Yuan gave a cold snort and said, “Be pleased with yourself after you can kill me!” 

Eight-spotted Leopard laughed loudly and said, “Killing you is just a matter of lifting a hand! I want to 

see how long you can last!” 

Ye Yuan had already fallen into absolute danger at this time. 

Amidst the nine people, he was like a small rowboat in the vast ocean. 

Just imagine, how astonishing was the imposing momentum of nine great Jade Sovereign Heavens? 

In contrast, Ye Yuan’s Limitless Sublime Heaven aura could simply be ignored. 

“Hahaha, that brat ultimately still can’t escape death!” 

“Foolish human, to actually get swept into Bright Tiger King’s sons’ fight for the throne! Serves him right 

to die too!” 

“A brat who’s like a mantis blocking the cart. Does he really think that a Jade Sovereign Heaven’s 

majesty is so easy to provoke?” 

… … 



Under such an attack, everyone all looked poorly on Ye Yuan, thinking that he was already dead for sure. 

Over there, Shuoyan had also fallen into heavy encirclement. 

The subordinates around him got fewer and fewer, his injuries also got increasingly worse. 

But he did not care about his own injuries at all. 

In the midst of the fierce fighting, a part of his attention was placed on Ye Yuan there. 

Seeing Ye Yuan fall into a desperate situation, he was burning with anxiety. 

“Young Master Shuoyan, you can’t even fend for yourself anymore now. Yet, you’re still caring about 

others? Come, let me send you on your way obediently. It won’t be too painful! That brat over there will 

be reuniting with you very soon!” 

The one talking was a giant python true spirit. He was the Eight-spotted Leopard’s subordinate, his 

strength had already reached grand completion Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum too. 

He led upper and grand completion level Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum powerhouses and 

launched a siege against Shuoyan. 

Shuoyan’s combat power was indeed unmatched too; far surpassing those in the same rank. 

His bloodline power was extremely strong. Coupled with Bright Tiger King’s true inheritance martial 

techniques, his strength was even stronger than the average grand completionLimitless Sublime 

Heaven! 

But facing the siege of so many powerhouses, he already fell into a desperate situation too. 

The injuries on his body got increasingly worse and his consciousness also became more and more 

blurry. 

He felt that he was going to die. 

Pffft! 

Right at this time, he saw from his peripherals that the Eight-spotted Leopard pierced a claw into Ye 

Yuan’s chest, nailing Ye Yuan’s firmly onto a tree. 

Seeing this scene, his eyes turned bloodshot from anger! 

That person only fell into a death situation because of him! 

That person helped him to rise heaven-defyingly! 

How could he watch him die? 

No way! 

Absolutely not! 

In his blurry consciousness, Shuoyan told himself like this. 

The blurry consciousness abruptly startled awake. 



“Roar!” 

A tiger roar reverberated throughout the mountain range, with a peerlessly domineering aura. 

The giant python true spirit saw that Shuoyan was on the verge of death and was just about to make a 

move to kill him. 

But this sudden roar shocked until his two ears rumbled, nosebleed pouring. 

That pressure, which originated from the bloodline, made him almost unable to stand! 

And Shuoyan’s aura actually skyrocketed at this moment! 

Everyone had dumbfounded faces, completely not knowing what was going on. 

Just a moment ago, Shuoyan was clearly still on the verge of death. 

How did he directly break through in the next second? 

“Terrific lad, he actually awakened the chaos true spirit bloodline!” In Ye Yuan’s sea of consciousness, 

came Mi Tian’s exclamation. 

When Ye Yuan heard, he could not help rolling his eyes. 

He was already about to die, this old man was actually still lamenting about other people awakening 

whatever bloodline. 

Could he not figure out what the priority is? 

He had been calling Mi Tian all along in the sea of consciousness just now. But, no idea what was going 

on, this guy completely ignored him. 

Helpless, he could only fight to the death. 

Now, he was almost dying, he appeared like nobody’s business. 

“You still have the mind to care about others? I’m going to die!” Ye Yuan said in a great rage.. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2709: Blown Up With One Punch! 

“Humph!?You still have the cheek to say those words! Who asked you to be so meddlesome, causing 

such a big problem? Do you really think that by relying on a Dragon Spring Sword, you can be invincible 

under the heavens? Jade Sovereign Heavens are Jade Sovereign Heavens after all!” 

But the moment Ye Yuan opened his mouth, Mi Tian was upset and blamed Ye Yuan for being nosy. 

What did Shuoyan’s life and death have to do with him? 

Putting yourself in danger for someone that had nothing to do with you, it was a very foolish thing in Mi 

Tian’s eyes. 

But Ye Yuan said, “You and I also had nothing to do with each other. Why did you dare entrust yourself 

to me? Aren’t you afraid that I will take your dragon heart in the future? Don’t say that my cultivation 
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realm is low. I think that with my capability, my attainments in the future shouldn’t be low! Aren’t you 

afraid that I repay kindness with ingratitude?” 

Being countered by Ye Yuan like this, Mi Tian was rendered speechless. 

He had spent some time with Ye Yuan and knew that he was someone who valued sentiments. 

If Ye Yuan was a despicable backstabber, he would have long taken Ye Yuan’s life. 

Otherwise, after Ye Yuan’s strength becomes powerful in the future, he would not be able to control 

him at all. 

With Ye Yuan’s ability, even without his help, his strength in the future absolutely could not be 

underestimated too. 

Mi Tian had long seen through this. 

Mi Tian let out a sigh and said, “You played the hero, but I’ll have to suffer! Relax your mind and let me 

control your body! I only have the power of one blow. After killing that Eight-spotted Leopard, you must 

escape immediately, understood?” 

Ye Yuan was overjoyed when he heard that. His greatest threat was the Eight-spotted Leopard. 

If he could kill him, he naturally had the confidence to run away! 

Ye Yuan complied and relaxed his mind, only to feel a powerful to the extreme true dragon force flow 

out of the dragon heart, flowing into his four limbs and bones. 

Instantly, Ye Yuan felt his entire body teem with power. 

But at the same time, he also lost control of his body. 

“Brat, how’s the taste of being nailed??Heh heh,?don’t blame me, want to blame, blame yourself for 

being meddlesome!” The Eight-spotted Leopard was unawares and was very pleased with himself. 

But right at this time, a terrifying power surged from Ye Yuan’s body. 

This power was strong until the point where it made his heart palpitate. It was even more terrifying than 

the pressure coming over from Shuoyan there. 

This kind of bloodline power made him have an impulse to prostrate in worship. 

The Eight-spotted Leopard’s expression changed wildly, and his figure retreated explosively. 

His speed was quick to the extreme. With a flash, he was a thousand feet away. 

But Mi Tian naturally would not give him the chance to escape. 

“Boy, remember the feeling of this move! It’s called Nine Heavens Dragon Transforming Fist. When 

cultivated to the extreme, one can shatter the void with their fists and smash galaxies!” Mi Tian started 

talking and spoke with Ye Yuan’s mouth. 

Although Ye Yuan rescinded control of his body, he was this body’s master. 



The feeling of dragon qi flowing in his body, he was deeply affected by it. 

Along with the flow of the dragon qi, a mysterious power condensed on his fist as if it was born from 

nothing. 

This surging feeling seemed to be able to punch a hole in the sky! 

The Eight-spotted Leopard’s face turned from surprise to shock. 

The power surging from this fist was sufficient to kill half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses. 

That kind of destructive people simply made people despair. 

He could not imagine how a Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum could launch such a terrifying attack. 

But now, he only had one thought. It was to run! 

He urged the rule of wind and spatial rule to the extreme, only hating that his father and mother did not 

give birth to two more legs! 

In a blink, he arrived ten miles away. 

While the Purplelight Battle Wolf and the rest of the Jade Sovereign Heavens, when they saw this kind of 

power, how could they still dare to remain? They avoided the Eight-spotted Leopard one after another! 

Boom! 

A fist force rode on the air and went. 

It was only to hear a bang. The Eight-spotted Leopard was directly blown into a mist of blood. 

One punch directly blew a middle Jade Sovereign Heaven up! 

He did not even have time to run away! 

One had to know, the Eight-spotted Leopard was adept at speed! 

All over the hills and valleys, it was deathly silent. 

This sudden scene shocked everyone. 

“This … What kind of terrifying power is this? Even if a half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven is here, they will 

also be blown up by one punch, right?” 

“Using this punch to kill Commander Eight-spotted Leopard is simply a cannon blasting at mosquitoes!” 

“He’s clearly just a lower Limitless Sublime Heaven, but how is he able to unleash such a terrifying 

punch?” 

“Damn it! Just what kind of monster did Young Master make us kill!” 

… … 

These true spirits originally thought that Ye Yuan was dead for sure. How could they know that when Ye 

Yuan was on the verge of death, he suddenly retaliated, blowing up their strongest with one punch! 



Furthermore, this punch was powerful to the extreme! 

They believed that even if a half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven was here, they would be blown up with 

one punch too! 

This kind of terrifying power actually originated from the hands of a lower Limitless Sublime Heaven, 

how could they not be surprised? 

Over there, Shuoyan suddenly erupted, his strength soaring, and he also rushed over toward Ye Yuan 

this side frantically. 

It was just that his opponent was too strong, so he was held back. 

But, when he saw that Ye Yuan actually retaliated in a desperate situation and unleashed such an 

astonishing strike, he was immediately greatly stimulated. 

Swoosh! 

Throwing a punch out, dragon qi receded like the tide. Ye Yuan instantly gained control over his body. 

Without the slightest hesitation, he arrived beside Shuoyan with a flash, grabbed him, and headed to 

the depths of the giant mountain. 

From the Eight-spotted Leopard’s figure retreating explosively, to being blown up, then to Ye Yuan 

breaking out of the heavy encirclement, to bringing Shuoyan and sprinting away madly, it was merely a 

few breaths of time. 

Everyone was still immersed in shock and did not recover to their senses. 

After they came back to their senses, Ye Yuan already broke out of the heavy encirclement. 

The Purplelight Battle Wolf suddenly startled awake and said with a wild roar, “Chase! Chase for me! 

The two of them absolutely mustn’t leave alive! Otherwise, all of us have to die!” 

This sentence startled everyone awake all at once. The eight Jade Sovereign Heavens’ figures suddenly 

erupted, chasing after Ye Yuan two people. 

As soon as the Eight-spotted Leopard died, the Purplelight Battle Wolf automatically became the leader. 

He took the lead, urging his speed to the extreme, wanting to catch Ye Yuan two people. 

Ye Yuan was already an arrow at the end of its flight now. As long as he could catch up, he would 

definitely be able to kill Ye Yuan! 

The Purplelight Battle Wolf was a veteran of a hundred battles too. Although Ye Yuan’s punch earlier 

was shocking, after that terrifying power appeared, it disappeared without a trace very quickly. 

How could he still not understand? Ye Yuan only had the power of one strike! 

Otherwise, Ye Yuan would have long blown them up with one punch each, why would he still escape? 

In the forest, ten figures were shuttling indeterminately. 

Ye Yuan was seriously injured and was hanging in there entirely by relying on a breath. 



Furthermore, bringing Shuoyan, his speed was slowed down to begin with. 

Otherwise, even if it was the Purplelight Battle Wolf, it could forget about catching up to them either. 

But now, seeing as the distance was getting closer and closer, Shuoyan was greatly anxious in his heart. 

“Big Brother Ye Yuan, this was all my fault! It’s all my fault for dragging you down! Their target is me, if 

you throw me down, you’ll have a chance to escape!” Shuoyan said. 

Although his strength improved greatly, it only reached the realm of upper Limitless Sublime Heaven 

too. 

In terms of strength, he was still a long way off compared to Jade Sovereign Heaven. It was completely 

impossible to escape. 

“Shut up!” Ye Yuan shouted coldly. 

Suddenly, the Purplelight Battle Wolf’s expression changed, suddenly stopping the pursuit. 

Ye Yuan two people were baffled, but having such a great opportunity, they naturally would not let it go, 

sprinting away even harder.. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 
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“It’s great, Big Brother Ye Yuan! They didn’t chase after us!” 

When Shuoyan saw that the Purplelight Battle Wolf they all did not chase after, he could not help being 

overjoyed. 

But Ye Yuan snorted coldly and said, “Silly boy, we must have stepped into a forbidden land in an 

accident arising from many causes. That’s why they didn’t dare to chase after! You take a closer look, 

what is this place?” 

Shuoyan was startled when he heard that and hurriedly sized the surroundings up. 

The moment he looked, he could not help getting a shock. 

“I completely can’t recognize the terrain here! Could it be that … we barged into the territory of the 

Saint Exalt?” 

Saint Exalt was the honorific title for Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses. 

“Saint Exalt? Even if it’s the territory of a Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouse, they wouldn’t need to be 

fearful to such an extent either, right?” Ye Yuan said in puzzlement. 

“Big Brother, you aren’t aware, the territory of the Saint Exalt can’t be trespassed without permission! 

Once discovered, not only do they have to be sentenced to death, the faction that they came from 

would also be destroyed!” Shuoyan’s expression changed as he said. 
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When Ye Yuan heard this, he also frowned and said, “So overbearing? It’s merely Saint Sovereign 

Heaven, that’s all. Is there a need to be so domineering?” 

“No way, Big Brother, we can’t go any deeper in! Once discovered, not only do we have to die, Royal 

Father will suffer a cataclysmic disaster too!” 

As he said, Shuoyan pulled Ye Yuan and ran out. 

But Ye Yuan smiled bitterly and said, “It’s too late. We’ve already been discovered!” 

Shuoyan’s expression changed, only to see a figure slowly walk out of the forest. 

This was an old yellow bull, his breathing being as steady as a mountain. He was actually a grand 

completion Jade Sovereign Heaven expert! 

The old yellow bull looked at the two people silently and opened his mouth and said lightly, “Trespassing 

the Saint Exalt’s territory, the two of you can kill yourselves to atone for your crime.” 

That tone did not leave any room for negotiation at all. 

“Let’s go!” 

Ye Yuan shouted coldly and forcefully mustered up a burst of divine essence, bringing Shuoyan and 

whirled away. 

Sitting passively to await destruction was not Ye Yuan’s character. 

The old yellow bull gave a cold snort and said, “Refusing a toast only to drink to a forfeit!” 

Finished talking, he stepped out, his figure disappearing in an instant. 

Ye Yuan only felt a burst of heart palpitations, the terrifying pressure crushing him until he could not 

breathe. 

This old yellow bull’s strength was too terrifying! 

Just as the two thought that they were certain to die, this terrifying pressure suddenly disappeared. 

It came fast and also left quickly! 

But the old yellow bull already blocked their way. 

The old yellow bull said coolly, “The two of you, follow me.” 

Ye Yuan two people exchanged glances, uncertain what it meant. 

However, they finally squeaked by with their lives. 

Letting out a sigh of relief, Ye Yuan was almost fainting. He did not even have the strength to walk 

anymore and could only be carried by Shuoyan. 

Ye Yuan took a heavenly pill out to eat and his injuries were recovering rapidly. 

When the old yellow bull saw Ye Yuan’s heavenly pill, a hint of surprise flashed across in his eyes. 



The old yellow bull said, “This heavenly pill … seems to be a little different.” 

Ye Yuan closed his eyes to refine the heavenly pill and could not be bothered to pay attention to him at 

all. 

He almost died in this old guy’s hands just now, Ye Yuan was not in such a good mood. 

Getting rebuffed, the old yellow bull seemed to be somewhat embarrassed too. 

However, when he saw the speed of Ye Yuan’s injuries recovering, he was incomparably shocked in his 

heart. 

This heavenly pill was too impressive! 

Not long ago, Ye Yuan was still on the verge of death, looking like he might die at any time. 

Just how long did it take, he was actually alive and well already! 

If one had such a heavenly pill in their hands, then their ability to continue fighting could simply be rated 

as terrifying! 

While riding a tiger’s back, Ye Yuan’s aura grew stronger and stronger as his injuries healed. 

Before this, Ye Yuan was already at grand completion lower Limitless Sublime Heaven. 

The energy of the dragon heart pouring into his body this time was a great supplement to Ye Yuan. 

Therefore, a break through also came naturally. 

The old yellow bull looked at Ye Yuan and could not help being somewhat speechless. 

… … 

The old yellow bull led the two people and arrived at a deep and quiet cave entrance. 

The old yellow bull warned Ye Yuan, “This place is the resting place of Lord Saint Exalt. You wait here, 

don’t run around randomly. Otherwise, bear the consequences yourself!” 

Ye Yuan could not be bothered to care about him and walked straight to a large rock and closed his eyes 

to rest. 

The old yellow bull could not help snorting coldly when he saw the situation and said, “Ignorant 

human!” 

After the two people entered, Ye Yuan called out to Mi Tian in his heart, but the other party never 

replied the entire time. 

He felt that the aura of the dragon heart seemed to have wilted, and could not help giving rise to a 

foreboding premonition. 

Looks like taking action this time cost Mi Tian a huge expenditure. 

Ye Yuan felt a lot of guilt toward Mi Tian too. 



He originally wanted to inquire what the chaos true spirit bloodline was. It seemed like there was no 

hope now. 

Ye Yuan was not worried about Shuoyan. He guessed that this Saint Sovereign Heaven suddenly 

stopping the old yellow bull, it was likely because he discovered that Ye Yuan’s bloodline was 

extraordinary. 

With nothing to do, Ye Yuan suddenly remembered the martial technique that Mi Tian used when he 

killed the Eight-spotted Leopard and could not help feeling energetic. 

This Nine Heavens Dragon Transformation Fist, the power was fearsome to the extreme. 

Ye Yuan believed that if he learned it, even if he did not utilize the Heavenspan Mountain, it would also 

be sufficient to rarely find a match within Limitless Sublime Heaven! 

To execute this move, Mi Tian borrowed Ye Yuan’s body to unleash it. Ye Yuan had clearly felt the 

revolution of dragon qi before. 

However, the operation of this martial technique was very mysterious and complicated, the difficulty 

immensely high. 

Ye Yuan started running the dragon qi according to the feeling in his body. 

Slamming a punch out! 

Bang! 

There was no power at all. 

In fact, even a tree in front only just swayed slightly too. 

Felt it before did not mean that he could execute it. 

This kind of mysterious martial technique could be understood, but it could not be expressed with 

words. 

A terrifying martial technique that could jump a major realm to kill the enemy was even more 

formidable than Great Dao Transformation, how could it be easily mastered? 

“When Senior Mi Tian utilized the martial technique, he was able to bring down the power of Great Dao. 

Actually, it achieved the same wondrous effect with different means as Great Dao Transformation. But 

when I revolved true dragon power, why am I unable to feel the power of Great Dao in the slightest?” Ye 

Yuan said with a frown. 

Although the cultivation method of humans and true spirits was different, they arrived at the same 

destination via different means. 

Humans relied on their comprehensions to understand the power of rules. 

While true spirits sensed Great Dao rule through their own bloodline. 

The dragon race was born in chaos, their bloodline power extremely powerful. Feeling the power of 

Great Dao was naturally also extraordinary. 



But it was also precisely because of this that this response was even harder. 

Ye Yuan practiced over and over again, the utilization method of the martial technique became more 

and more familiarized. But he was unable to find the crux from start to end. 

However, he was not discouraged. This degree of setback was nothing to him at all. 

And right at this time, the old yellow bull slowly walked into the cave by himself. 

He looked at Ye Yuan and revealed a disdainful look as he said, “It turns out that you’re even a 

dragonblood martial artist. It’s just a pity that you try to emulate something beyond one’s ability, and 

then you fell flat on your face! The martial technique is a good martial technique. It’s just that sadly, 

you’re unable to unleash the true power. True dragons are born from chaos and are the darling of 

Heavenly Dao. How can they be what you, a human, can imitate?” 

Ye Yuan ignored the old yellow bull, but a bolt of lightning suddenly flashed past in his mind! 

The old yellow bull gave a cold snort and said, “Conceited and ignorant human, you probably can’t even 

know your end yet, right? Lord Saint Exalt said that humans shouldn’t appear on the Myriad Demons 

Mountain, specially making me send you on your way!” 

The old yellow bull was extremely strong. If he made a move against Ye Yuan, Ye Yuan did not have the 

possibility of survival at all. 

Ye Yuan still did not pay attention to him.. Furthermore, his eyes became brighter and brighter. 


